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Peep
Lillian Meade Erickson
the flesh that is lost picks at itself
in the only room with a lock.
little holes pour out all the strange
plans it made for tomorrow
and the next two years.
the flesh warms under avian fingernails pecking,
warms like the too-bright, too-locked room
by the steam from a bath filling and filling and overfilling.
peeking palms move along the corneum
scanning for anomalies to discard.
an hour spent
prying, creating secrets to pray won’t
scar

Finn Jubak
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The Pot
Dominic J. Bucca

Josephine Miller was born
Josephine Giarritta in Brooklyn of
first generation Sicilian immigrants. I
don’t know the year, because Grandma
remained a remarkably steady sixtyeight years old ever since she turned
that age sometime around 1990. Later
the family moved across the river to
northern New Jersey. I can hear her
talking in her distinctive Brooklyn/
New Jersey accent as if she were sitting
here drinking coffee with me right
now. A couple of rough translations
to set the vocabulary, and the mood:
Kwauffeee – Coffee, a drink made
exclusively from canned Medaglia
d’Oro pre-ground espresso in a
percolator, best drunk black or with
a single packet of artificial sweetener.
To be enjoyed all day, every day,
each cup complete with saucer and
accompanied by at least one cigarette
– Mores, the long, skinny brown things
in the narrow red and brown package.
They smell like burning shit.
Twaulk – Talk, or more specifically,
gossip, an activity that should always
be accompanied by a number of cups
of kwauffeee. And the obligatory
cigarettes. Josephine’s primary form
of recreation.
My grandmother represented
the only authority in my life that I
respected. I tested my boundaries with
her as well, but never to any extreme.
I loved her, and frankly I just plain
6

liked her too much to risk hurting her.
Despite my pure intentions I
occasionally pushed her a bit too far,
instances Grandma referred to as
shenanigans. Often my shenanigans
involved smoking the pot, extra emphasis
on the. I spent my junior year in
Maryland enjoying my newfound
freedom from my stepfather and
traveling from one bag of pot to
another, usually finding them within
the halls of my Catholic school. My
dad and stepmother were endlessly
busy with their restaurants, and I often
lived at Grandma’s house so some
semblance of parental supervision
over me could be maintained.
The first time my shenanigans
stretched Grandma’s limit I had been
at a party in Frostburg, the college
town about fifteen minutes up the
highway. I drove home around two
in the morning, well after my midnight
curfew. Any reasonable person might
expect a woman in her sixties (or
perhaps her early seventies) to be fast
asleep at that hour.
Not Grandma. Her waking
schedule generally ran from about
noon until anywhere between two and
four in the morning with Fox News as
her soundtrack. She lived in a small
house with two upstairs bedrooms,
one of which was reserved for my
use. The other was entirely devoted
to her wardrobe. I believe there was

a bed somewhere in that room, but I
can’t be sure. Grandma slept on the
living room sofa, making it impossible
to avoid her no matter the hour.
She heard me pull up, and when
I walked in I found her standing
in the kitchen wearing an opulent,
shockingly pink, furry robe I had
never seen before. There were rarely
repeats in Grandma’s wardrobe,
including her nightwear. She was
about to make kwauffeee, a sure sign
of an impending twaulk. I may have
preemptively redeemed myself a bit
by remembering to pick up the can of
Medaglia d’Oro she had instructed me
to buy on my way home. She ran out
of Medaglia d’Oro during the day and
had to resort to a lesser brand, not a
healthy situation for her mood, and
through her angry look I saw just a
hint of a smile as I wordlessly opened
the can and reached past her to scoop
a ridiculous amount of the stuff into
the coffee machine.
“Where were you, Dominic,” she
demands.
“Frostburg,” I answer, turning the
machine on. She’s behind me now. I
can practically feel her fury baking off
her. Or maybe it’s some strange sort
of energy radiating from her ridiculous
robe. I’m quite high, and the thought
of her robe radiating an energy field
puts me in danger of hysterics. I bite
my lip hard and put off turning to
face her by carefully wiping up some
spilled grounds and returning them
to the can. Coffee is not wasted in
this house.
“Frostburg,” she repeats, and I
realize my mistake. “Dominic. With

MY car?” She grabs my arm and spins
me around.
My grandmother stands perhaps
just slightly over five feet tall. At
seventeen, I’m partial to thick-soled
Doc Martens. I tower over her.
She slaps me across the face – a slap
not meant to hurt, simply to shame.
I have too much of her in me,
however. I have no shame. The slap
cuts through my pot-addled thoughts
and makes me angry.
“I didn’t drink,” I lie.
“Bullshit!” she shouts. “Just like
your father.”
“Don’t bullshit a bullshitter, right?”
I sneer, anticipating the next line in this
established routine.
She tries to slap me again, but I
catch her wrist before she can land it.
Usually this absolutely infuriates her
– how dare I interfere when she’s of
a mind to hit me? But this time I feel
her arm go slack and let her wrist go.
“Make the kwauffeee,” she tells me,
heading off to the living room.
Cream and a cube of raw sugar for
me (“Such a snob, Dominic, I should
never have let your mother take you
away to Connecticut”), black for her in
those days. I remember the small cups
and their saucers so clearly – some
innocuous department store design,
pink to match her electric robe.
“Bring me my cigarettes!” I hear
from the living room over the drone
of Fox News, which hasn’t decreased
in volume a bit. I cast around for one
of the dozen or so open packs littering
the house, finding one in the junk bowl
on the counter. I gather up our cups
and her cigarettes and head out to the
7

living room. I set the coffee and pack
of Mores on the table, resisting the
urge to gather up all the paper and
put it somewhere – anywhere – else.
I’m sure my grandmother has lit a
few of her own cigarettes in her life.
She must have, I can’t imagine her ever
not smoking just because there isn’t a
man around to light her cigarette. That
said, I feel sure that these instances
have been relatively rare. The fact
that I hesitated to actually retrieve a
cigarette from the pack, hand it to her
and then light it damns me further.
Too late, I do so now. She inhales in
a way and to a degree I’ve never been
able to match, or even understand,
eventually blowing a noxious cloud
out in my direction with a loud exhale.
Waving away the fumes, I go to the
television and turn down the volume
to a whisper. To turn it all the way
down, or, god forbid, turn the awful
thing off, would only further damn me.
Even turning the volume down can be
dangerous, but I simply can’t bear the
angry drone of Fox News.
For once, she doesn’t complain
about the lack of volume, and I know
this is going to be a serious twaulk. I
take my usual chair, the only one in the
room that does not face the television
and the angry white men in it.
“Have you been smoking the pot?”
she asks in all seriousness, and I’m
done. I burst out laughing.
“What’s so funny?” she asks in a
surprisingly mild tone. “I’m serious
here.”
I try to control myself, fishing out
my own pack of Parliaments, lighting
one and reaching for my coffee.
8

“The pot, Grandma,” I say, unable to
prevent her accent from creeping into
my voice. “Yes. I’ve been smoking
the pot.” My laughter subsides a bit.
The cigarette helps.
“Don’t you get smart with me,
honey,” she begins. “Honey.” That’s
better than the ultimately serious
address – “Young man.” I may be
safe for the moment, but I’m feeling
the laughter bubbling up in me again.
I already know the next line.
“I’ll slap you right in your puss,”
she says.
To be slapped in one’s puss is not,
in fact, the filthy sexual act that I
imagined the first time I heard her
utter the phrase. I’m not sure exactly
what I imagined, really, if anything, it’s
just that the word, puss, seems so…
Dirty.
It’s actually pretty innocuous. What
this second generation Sicilian woman
is saying to me in her mysterious
language is that she’s going to smack
me in the mouth. Still, even knowing
this, it never fails to reduce me to
hilarity whenever she yells “puss” at
me in any context, especially when
there’s an audience. Which is often
the case. No shame, my Grandma.
“You can’t drive when you’ve been
smoking the pot, Dominic,” she goes
on.
“Grandma, it’s not like drinking,”
I say.
“Oh, I have no doubt there was
some of that going on too, up there
in Frostburg with all those college
kids. You can’t bullshit a bullshitter,
Dominic.” I resist the urge to mouth
the phrase as she says it.

Finn Jubak
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“Grandma, I had a beer or two,” I
say, which is remarkably close to the
truth.
“Whatever, you’re seventeen years
old, you shouldn’t be drinking with
those older boys, and you certainly
shouldn’t be driving home in the
middle of the night after doing drugs.”
“They were girls, Grandma.” The
point here is to distract her, and this
topic is generally a sure bet.
“Oh, knowing you I’m sure they
were! And when do I get to meet any
of these girls? These older girls?”
“They’re just friends, Grandma.”
She takes another epic drag on her
cigarette, a dirty cumulous cloud
forming between us.
“Well, you seem to have quite a few
friends, Dominic. And do they all do
drugs like you? Do they all smoke
the pot?” She’s very focused tonight.
Damn.
“Everybody smokes a little pot,
Grandma. It’s no big deal.”
“Don’t give me that line of bull,
Dominic.” My god, how many times
can she use my name in the course
of a conversation? Every syllable
venomously succinct – Dom-in-ic.
“Grandma, it’s really not much
different than this,” I say, gesturing
with my cigarette.
“Don’t try that line on me, honey,”
she says, and I’m relieved not to hear
my name spit at me again. “Your Uncle
Glenny used to try the same thing.
And you know what I did? Well, one
day I figured I’d find out for myself.”
I wonder if I’ve heard correctly.
“What do you mean?” I ask. “You
tried the pot?”
10

“You bet I did!” she says. “I wasn’t
going to let that scoundrel pull the
wool over my eyes.”
“When was that?” I ask, leaning
forward.
“I don’t know, Dominic, your uncle
was still in high school. Probably about
your age. He used to come home high
as a kite all the time. He was into the
musical group, the Grateful Deads, do
you know them? Horrible. He’d even
smoke his pot cigarettes in the house!
Right there in his room, listening to
that racket. As if I wouldn’t know he
wasn’t just smoking cigarettes. That
stuff smells awful,” she says.
“Anyways, I would argue and argue
with him, but I was a single mother,
you know. In the sixties, Dominic.
Things were different then. Your
grandfather wasn’t around, thank god.
But I could have used him to knock
some sense into that boy, that’s for
sure.
“In any case, I got sick of not
knowing what he was talking about.
I had a friend at work, Angela, a nice
young Italian girl, but she smoked the
pot. She was always trying to get me to
go out back and smoke pot cigarettes
with her. I always refused, of course.
At work? Are you crazy? But one day
I told her I’d like to try some – but only
after work, Dominic, okay? I would
never do drugs on the job.”
“It’s not drugs, Grandma.” I
couldn’t help it.
“Shut up. It is, just like the cocaine
or anything else I hear about on the
news,” pointing at the TV with her
long, ugly cigarette. “Anyways, after
work one day I met Angela by the

dumpster and she hands me this
crooked little cigarette. So I smoked
it.”
I picture my grandmother taking
one of her epic drags, likely even more
epic back then when she had young
lungs, before she lived through the
breast cancer.
“Are you listening to me? So
anyways, I smoke the thing. Really, I
thought it tasted pretty good. But I
tell you what, Dominic, when I sat in
my car I couldn’t decide where to put
my key. Do you hear me? I couldn’t
figure out how to put my car key in
the ignition! And you try to tell me
you can drive on the pot!”
I start to interject, but she’s at peak
now.
“And do you have any idea how
hard it is to drive on the New Jersey
Turnpike? Even sober? Well, try it
stoned. Terrified, Dominic. I – was
– terrified. And the whole time, you
know the only thing I could think of ?”
Looking at me, actually expecting a
response now.
“What?” I ask.
“Blimpie,” she says.
“Blimpie?”
“You know, Dominic, Blimpie, the
sandwich shop? All I could think of
the whole time was getting my hands
on the biggest Blimpie I could. And
that’s exactly what I did. I don’t
even remember ordering the thing.
All I remember is sitting in my car
in the parking lot, because I was too
embarrassed to be around the people
in the store, and eating my Blimpie.
One of the big ones, Dominic. A footlong. Can you imagine? Me? I ate that

whole thing. Ruined my outfit, too, I
got mayonnaise all over myself. And
when I finally got home, your Uncle
Glenny was standing in the door. He
was worried about me, imagine that!
I came in the door, and do you know
what he said? Do you?”
“What, Grandma?”
“He said, Ma! Are you stoned? And
do you know what, Dominic? That
kid of mine was horrified. Horrified!
Just think! His own mother! Stoned!
I couldn’t help myself! I burst out
laughing!”
“I know how that goes,” I said.
“Oh, I’ll just bet you do. Anyways,
the next day I told him – don’t you
ever – ever! – try to tell me you can
drive on the pot. Because you can’t.
I know. And do you know what? Do
you know what, Dominic?”
“What?”
“Well, I don’t know that he never
smoked the pot again.” I smile
inwardly, knowing full well that Uncle
Glen, highly successful corporate
accounting guru that he is, is also the
biggest adult stoner I know – the CEO
stoner, I call him. “But your Uncle
Glenny never came home stoned –
ever – again. Not that I ever saw,
anyways. And look at how successful
he is! You do want to be successful,
don’t you, Dominic?”
Even at that age, I’m not at all sure
I want the success she’s describing, but
I dutifully nod my head.
“Well,” Grandma says, “There you
go. If you want to be successful, just
stop smoking the pot. And don’t you
ever let me find you driving my car
stoned again, young man.”
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The Breaking
Brett Foster

Do you remember Menaggio
the same way I do? How our fear
kept sharpening everything beautiful
around us, roses and cypress,
camellias and the citrus trees.
Parents of a one-and-a-halfyear-old daughter, we wondered
why our parents had not advised
against this summer trip to Italy,
suddenly perilous, regretted,
so vastly different from our days
of Eurorail passes, prosciutto
purchased at markets to keep
our costs low. When the plane
landed in Milan, her fever
was soaring. Worriers, we caught
the bus to Como, continued
the eighteen miles to Menaggio
with our daughter most like a doll,
still and stiff in our arms. Her heat

Lucas Ju
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we felt as a condemnation,
throbbing outward from her body.
We skirted the lake’s wishbone shape,
wished for the fever to break.
How far away the anticipated
ferry to Varenna felt then!
Varenna’s winding cobblestone
lanes like our minds’ accumulated shrouds.
As long as she were suffering,
hot to the touch with limbs reddened,
those enjoyable things became					
for us bereft of enjoyment:
lakeside promenades and dockside
vendors sublimating olives,
the civilizing Campari,
spritz and prosecco later sipped,
Villa Carlotta, Canova’s
sculptures within, and all the rest
of the waterfront villas, spaced
along the shore like a herd
of marble cattle, which were not
ours to enjoy or encounter,
regardless of circumstance.
The only other thing that felt
consistent were the cuttlefish
we shrank from, being inlanders
far from our home. Everything else
brightened when at last her fever
broke— as if she had carried these
things with her when she left the cave
of her spiked temperature. Wake up,
wake up!, we kept gently coaxing,
14

Alex Jung
Blaize Gervais
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after the kind proprietors
of the family-friendly hostel
called a doctor who was kind, too,
kind enough to make a house call
and fill our burning little girl
with a ridiculous amount
of medicine. It flattened her
as a horse tranquilizer would.
We said for hours, Good girl, good girl,
with heavy hearts till the fever
departed, and she rejoined us
from sweat and sleep’s holding cell.
				
I like to think of that moment
as when the eye finally opened
on that lighthouse above Como,
Volta’s town. Its green-domed cathedral
signaled us southward as was planned,
eventually to Verona.
First we shared a restored family’s
golden hours, never forgotten,
right? That night we drank Vernaccia
and watched her, healthy between us.
We whisked away fear, made a wish
that her life’s tether not stretch so far.
We adored her under the hostel’s
leaf-laced pergola. Felt relief,
felt wealthy like those counts down shore,
so graceful on their terrazzas.

Blaize Gervais
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Choices
We Make
Based on the
Conversations
We never Had
Juliet Eldred
18

		

Michelle Dean
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I knew when the phone rang at
4:30 in the morning nothing good
was going to greet me. As I stumbled
out of bed on that midwinter night,
my foot caught on the corner of the
white cotton sheet, causing me to lose
my balance. The frigid air nipped my
skin as I fumbled toward the phone.
My mind raced through all the
possible situations as if, in the
seconds between my bed and the
phone, I could prepare for whatever
news I was about to receive. At first I
thought it would be a call informing
me that my miserably out-of-shape,
father had suffered a heart attack. He
was forever complaining about how
no male relative had lived past sixty.
(Never mind that he like all of his
male relatives, he could recall, had all
smoked corncob pipes like smokebelching factories). My father was
sixty-seven and feared he would be
struck down at any moment. He had
taken to lamenting about his imminent
demise like it was a sport and he was
in overtime courtesy of the miracle of
modern medicine.
Then I leapt to an even more
likely scenario: It was my desperate
mother calling for advice about how to
handle my sister’s newest drug-induced
disaster, another run-in with the police,
or a car accident caused by driving
drunk. I murmured a prayer that only
my sister was involved. My sister’s
addiction spanned nearly twenty-five
years, but in recent months, it had
taken a turn for the worse, facing
charges for assaulting police officers
and resisting arrest.
“Hello?” I said guardedly, eyes still
20

pressed shut. “Hello? Is everything
all right?”
Dick’s slurred words met my ear:
“Alexis, it’s your mother. She had an
accident. You better come . . . . It’s
serious.” My chest went heavy and my
head buzzed. It wasn’t my father; it
wasn’t my sister. It was my mother!
The details were scattered—falling
down the stairs, broken skull, brain
hemorrhage, possible surgery . . . .
With my hands shaking, I dressed in
the work clothes I had just thrown
over the cool, porcelain edge of the
tub a few hours previously. By the time
I hung up the phone, my husband
Eddie, overhearing the conversation,
had already started to defrost the car.
It seemed to make the most sense to
leave our young boys asleep and my
husband at home, a decision I would
later regret.
“Are you going to be all right?”
Eddie asked warmly while wearing the
odd combination of flannel pajamas
and winter coat. I nodded and said I
would call once I knew more.
Only when I was in my car and
driving the familiar sixty miles between
my house and the hospital did tears
finally come. I felt sick. At 80 mph,
the major artery of the Northeast
corridor seemed especially eerie, an
abandoned strip of asphalt and yellow
lines, hypnotic to the sleep deprived.
I flipped the radio on but found only
songs from the 70s and 80s that
aroused tearful memories. After a few
bars of James Taylor’s “Fire and Rain,”
I turned the radio off and drove in a
silence interrupted only by the lullaby
of the pavement, “Ka-thud, ka-thud,

ka-thud.”
When I finally arrived at the
hospital, I panicked when I couldn’t
locate the entrance to the emergency
room parking lot. There was
construction, flashing barriers, and the
roads were arranged differently than I
remembered. When I finally found a
place to park, I was filled with dread
as I hurried toward the dark, towering
building jutting into the illuminated
icy-blue clouds. A helicopter landed on
the roof like a black moth of death,
a term I associate with all medical
helicopters carrying their nearly dead
victims like a psychopomp, a ferryman
of dead souls. A doctor friend once
told me, from his experience as a
resident in an E.R., that it was rare for
the helicoptered passengers to survive.
Such scenes always reminded me of
my twenty-year old boyfriend slipping
into fatal unconsciousness as he was
airlifted to this same hospital following
a motorcycle accident over eighteen
years ago. His transcendence from
this world to the next as he hovered
in the skies has never left me. When
I saw him, his virile body was laid out
in a tangle of wires and life support
machinery; his soul seeped through
the cracks in his broken and bloodied
skull.
I fell on the ice as I ran to what
I hoped was the correct entrance,
skinning my knee and tearing my black
tights below my woolen skirt. Once I
entered the lobby, a burly male nurse
greeted me. I was pushed through
three sets of huge steel doors to where
my mother lay on a gurney. She was
ghostly pale and reeked of alcohol

and vomit. Remarkably, she looked at
peace, wrinkles pulled gently off her
face, eyes puffy, the corners of her
mouth turned slightly upward into a
Mona Lisa smile.
Dick, a tall and gangly man with
sharp, dark features dressed in his
undershirt and yesterday’s jeans, was
loudly whispering in her ear, “Fight,
God damn it! Fight and live!”
Dick was her companion who
sometimes stayed the night at her
house and had obviously been there
this night. He offered two accounts of
what had happened. In one version, he
recounted, “I was in the kitchen, only
a few feet from her, when she just fell
over”. Later, Dick recounted his story
to my sister and said, “I was upstairs
in bed when I heard your mother fall;
she had been really upset and had been
drinking a lot lately”.
He was visibly desperate to keep
her—and his—dependence on her
alive. Gritting his teeth, he growled
and repeated his command to “fight
and live.”
Only the air chilled me more than
his words. Their relationship was
tumultuous with many blowouts,
threats of violence, drunk driving, and
intimidation. My mother, repeatedly
demeaned by this man over the last
twenty years of their on-and-off
relationship, would tell me about
their daily lunches at his favorite bar
where he would hit on the bartender
who was half his age. My mother was
silently devastated by his betrayal, yet
they always went back to the same bar.
I wanted him to leave her side, but I
was too paralyzed by grief to release
21

Juliet Eldred

my rage or my words.
I recalled her saying to me a few
weeks earlier, “I am considering asking
Dick to leave for good because there is
a possibility your sister’s kids may need
to come live with me if she goes to
jail. I don’t think a protective service
worker would let them live with me
while he is here. He’s so snarly and
nasty after he’d tied a few on.”
22

“What about you, Mom? Don’t you
think you deserve something better for
yourself ?” I inquired.
Her usual silence and blank stare
was my answer.
“Don’t just do it for the girls, leave
him for yourself - you deserve so
much better. Living by yourself, would
be so much better than living with his
rages and unpredictability. He’s scary,

not to mention dangerous. Honestly, I
think, you are lucky you haven’t been
killed driving with him yet,” I said.
Like a true victim of domestic
violence, she always minimized the
damage and found a way to gloss over
the hurt, usually through some sort of
escape such as shopping, drinking, or
traveling. They had a partnership in
enabling. She enjoyed the retreats on

his sailboat, at the racetrack, and their
ski condo. She was able to present
an air of superiority as long as she
had the money and the trappings that
framed her thin veneer of success.
Her avoidance of holidays was always
couched in, “Dick doesn’t do holidays,”
as if he were a pious Jehovah’s Witness
or something. I only ever saw him
praying through his glass of Tanqueray,
ice clanking like sick church bells.
Dick had some big demons in
his closet including at least three
failed marriages, adult children with
addictions, and a brother who had
shot himself in the basement of his
suburban home. He bore an uncanny
resemblance to the photos I had seen
of my late uncle Peter who had been
adopted as a child. My mother had
been close to Peter when they were
growing up and seemed to pride
herself as his caretaker or maybe, he
was her plaything. I can’t be sure.
My mother was devastated when
she learned Peter had shot himself
in his car in a grassy airfield in their
hometown in western Kansas after
returning from Vietnam - a shotgun
wound through the roof of his mouth.
Drafted against his will and demonized
upon his return, he was a traumatized
veteran. He was abandoned by his birth
family, abandoned by his county, and
then abandoned by his girlfriend. I was
only a few months old then, and my
parents had just left this tiny Midwest
town for the East Coast where my
father was transferred for work. And
so my sister and I grew up in a newly
built suburban house on the outskirts
of the big city with rural parents who
23

lacked community, culture, and the
glue to hold their marriage and lives
together.
Shortly after graduate school to
become a psychotherapist and in the
midst of my own eight-year analysis,
“I need to set healthy boundaries,” I
told my mother, and “I would prefer
you no longer called me hysterical and
drunk in the middle of the night….
When you are serious about getting
Dick out of your life and sobering up,
I will help”. I had not idea what this
would look like.
My attempts at personal liberation,
only created boundaries that produced
distance without easing the emotional
heartache. Mom was the type of person
who refused to discuss issues that she
deemed emotionally distressing. She
would just stop speaking — sometimes
for days. Never was there a follow
up on a dropped discussion. After a
prolonged silence, she would call out
of the blue and proceed as though
nothing had happened. She would
say, “Just called to say Hi! I found
something for you at the store today
and I am putting it in the mail to you.
Hope you like it!” A material peace
offering was the best she could do.
Mostly, though, I couldn’t tolerate
the expectation that I was supposed to
be nice to Dick and pretend nothing
was wrong. As we sat around the
dinner table one Thanksgiving passing
mashed potatoes and cranberry sauce,
gory pictures flashed on the television
screen of the latest bloodshed in some
far away country in front of our
toddlers. I asked if the TV could be
Blaize
Gervais
turned off
while we ate.
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“I am not turning it off,” Dick
snapped. “I want to know what’s going
on over there. You may want to be
ignorant of world affairs, but I’m not
gonna be! Besides, it doesn’t hurt the
children to see it—they’re too young,
they won’t remember it, and it doesn’t
affect them.” And then Dick took
another sip of his Thanksgiving gin.
I recited my rationale about
early childhood trauma, stored preverbal memories, synapses, and the
developing brain. Eddie, my husband,
shot me a look of concern, as he took
a drink of milk. I continued on about
the latest psychological theories about
children exposed to graphic imagery
and the resulting harmful . . . .
“That’s all a theory! And theories
are all made up. It’s just some guy’s
opinion who has a buck to make
by selling his new theory to suckers
like you!” interrupted Dick. “That’s
a bunch of bullshit! Things you
don’t remember don’t hurt you,” he
exclaimed before shoving another
cherry tomato into his gaunt face and
washing it down with a topped-off
Tanqueray.
I was rendered speechless. Dick
still refused to turn the television off,
reiterating that it wasn’t harmful for
the children. We left before dessert,
and my husband said we would never
spend another holiday there again.
And we didn’t.
Spending time with them was like
being stuck in a full tilt constellation,
moving helter-skelter and headlong
into impact or implosion. When
I expressed my concerns, I was the
problem. After spending time with my

family, Eddie always said something
like, “I can’t believe you made it out
of there alive and as intact as you are.”
Was this really true, was I really as
in intact as he thought I was? I am
never quite sure.
*****
I attempted to stay present in the
bright hospital room where I stood,
the lights hummed and machines
beeped while nurses rushed back and
forth. In the midst of it all, I tried to
absorb the information that was being
gunned at me by the neurosurgeon.
“Your mother has suffered a
significant brain injury; her brain
is lacerated in several places. She is
bleeding inside her skull, and the
pressure is building. If we don’t
operate, she will die.” He then wrung
his hands and peered over his wirerimmed glasses with beady, black eyes.
“If you do the surgery, will she be
a vegetable? I know she wouldn’t want
to be a vegetable,” I said warily as Dick
glared at me from across her body.
“Do the damn surgery now!” Dick
interjected.
I felt ganged up on and
overwhelmed. I attempted to reach
my sister by phone again. The phone
rang and rang and rang before the
monotone voice announced, “The
number you are trying to reach is not
available. Please check the number and
dial again.”
Her number had been changed so
many times I no longer had it. I had to
call my father to ask him to have her
call me. She’d be pissed if we didn’t
try to reach her. She would be pissed

that she was not called first. No matter
what, she would be pissed at me.
*****
The moment that made me realize
I had to move out of my mother’s
house occurred when I was sixteen.
My mother, my sister, and I came
home from our respective nights out
at approximately the same time: my
mother from the bar at the end of
our street with her red, shiny face and
ignorant, schoolgirl attitude; my sister
with her feathered, bleached blonde
hair, tight black jeans that hugged
her slender frame, and drooping
eyeliner that rivaled a heavy-metal
band member after a night with her
druggy friends; and me from some
school function, still dressed in my in
my private school attire, a woolen skirt,
tights, and a top, and my page-boy bob.
“You’ll look just like Dorothy
Hamill, the famous Olympic figure
skater,” my mother once assured me.
Instead, my cowlicks defied the tidy
bob, leaving me looking like a husky
boy with a butchered haircut.
My mother and sister, each perched
on the bed in my sister’s room, and in
turn said, “You’re high, aren’t you?”
I was more than certain I was the
only sober one in the room, but their
cackling denial — tortured me.
The randomly hung posters of
the rock band Kiss, seemed to echo
my mother’s and sister’s sentiment,
tongues protruding, eyes cast down
from the walls above, and faces
painted to obscure their humanity.
It didn’t matter what I said. The
more defensive I became, the more
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condemning they were. They thought
it was funny to gang up on me. I was
living a nightmare in which nothing
was the way it seemed, and the people
closest to me dwelled in an alternative
reality. I constantly questioned what
was real, and I second-guessed my
motives, intensions, and statements
as well as those of others. I became
anxious, paranoid, and profoundly
depressed.
That epiphany in my sister’s
bedroom was powerful. I’d spent
most of my adolescence and early
adulthood trying to live the lie, and
that had led to catastrophic results.
Finally, I realized the cost was too
great. I decided to spend most of
my time with my boyfriend’s family,
an oasis of relative sanity, and then
I left for college as soon as I could,
never returning. In hindsight, getting
to college was a miracle. After
announcing that I wanted to go to art
school, my parents took a hands-off,
disapproving approach. I won many
awards, but they were meaningless,
trivial tidbits, according to my father.
I had been given some money from
my grandparents for college, so my
parents felt like they were off the
hook. My mother barely noticed I
was gone because she was too busy
jet-setting around the world with
Dick. My parents abandoned the role
of parent when they divorced and
embraced adult-onset adolescence.
My father said to me clearly, “If
you go to art school, don’t come back
here when you can’t support yourself.
You should do something that you can
make a living at, like being a teacher or
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a nurse. All the artists I know starve.”
But he didn’t know any artists.
Instead, he was practicing the only
art he knew: shaming. When I moved
in with him after leaving my mother
and sister, he constantly reminded me
of what a great favor he was doing by
letting me live with him. I can’t tell you
how many times I heard, “You’re lucky
I let you live with me; most fathers
aren’t even in their children’s lives. My

friends tell me what a great parent I
am by letting you live with me.”
I presumed he meant his friends
in Parents Without Spouses, a cheap,
pre-Internet dating service for newly
divorced parents looking to hook up
and commiserate with each other
about how much their ex’s were pricks.
He would bring a few of his dates
home. He paid me to leave the house
and get lost for the night so he could

stoke up the fireplace and put on the
moves with his most recent middleaged, divorcée vixen on the living
room floor.
At the time, I didn’t realize how
unusual it was that my boyfriend and I
showed up unaccompanied for college
visits. We would be going to different
schools, but we wanted to stay close.
He once played hooky, so we took the
Northeast Regional Rail up the mid-

Juliet Eldred
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Atlantic Coast to New York City to
visit another art school. Neither of us
had been to New York, and it seemed
pretty overwhelming. I don’t think he
ever told his parents, but they were
the kind of people who, if we had
asked, think they would have helped.
But asking for help was not something
I did well. As a child, when I expressed
a need, it was met with belittling and
shaming because I couldn’t take care of
whatever it was myself. They were too
busy or uninterested to bother. I had
been conditioned that having needs
had be kept secret; otherwise Other
than my friends, my family of choice,
I never cared for high school. I was
chronically late and truant. I attributed
some of this to my parents’ grand idea
of co-opting a doctor to place me on
Xanax and pain medication so I would
mellow and “be more pleasant.” At
first, the medications were welcomed.
They took the edge off and melted
the tension. But before long, I just
didn’t care. Instead of needing just one
little blue pill in the morning, I would
take six. I had it perfectly timed - if
I took those pills before I walked out
the door to drive myself to school, I
would only begin to feel the effects as
I entered first period.
So when Mrs. Cope took me aside
and said I was not doing well in her
first-period class, it was no surprise.
“If you do not pass my class, you will
not graduate,” she said.
I had to graduate: I needed get
out of my parent’s house as soon as
possible. I stopped taking the pills,
unbeknownst to anyone, and let my
smoldering rage carry me through
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the literary classics and their familial
discontents, feuds, betrayals, and
unrequited love.
*****
Slumped over my mother’s body,
Dick had a frantic, guilty desperation
about him. As her lacerated brain
bled into her skull, there was no
consideration about her, his so-called
life-partner, only what he wanted.
What if her life from this point on
would not be the one she would want?
If she must depart this life, shouldn’t
she be permitted to do so with dignity?
I was torn with emotion, not wanting
to lose the mother I’d never really
had because if she died, all hope of
reconciliation would be lost.
“Surgery is the only option,” the
doctor said, interrupting my thoughts.
He told me the injury was extensive
with broken bones at the base of her
skull and hemorrhaging on all sides
of her brain. He said she most likely
would not survive. I was perplexed
that such a massive injury could occur
by simply falling down five carpeted
stairs. It would be days before I would
become suspicious. I again asked the
neurosurgeon whether mom would be
a vegetable; I know she would prefer
death to that.
My mother and I had discussed such
matters only two weeks prior when she
had visited me. She had a clear vision
about how she didn’t want to live, but
she never was fully able to reconcile
that to the standard directives found
in a living will, the measurable and
definable instructions about whether
to permit surgery, antibiotics, or

resuscitation, which do not point to
outcomes, only procedures.
“We can do the surgery, which she
will be lucky to survive, but I can’t
guarantee the outcome,” said the
surgeon.
Doctors only speak of procedures
for which there are no promises.
“I’ll do the best I can. That’s all I can
promise, but without surgery, she will
die.”
“Do the surgery now! What the
hell are you waiting for!” Dick spit
out across my mother’s body as the
waxy veins on his head protruded. His
breath, as usual, smelled of gin and
his hands trembled. Dick was visibly
aggravated by my inquiries, but I was
trying to take in as much information
as I could because I knew I would have
to make the decision.
“Do the damn surgery now! What
are you waiting for you fucking idiot!”
as he turned his back to me and paced
while waving his fists.
The doctor directed his gaze to me,
aware Dick had no legal standing in
this, as he was not her husband. In
hindsight, I wished my husband had

been there; he would have been able
to navigate this and ground me as my
insecurities crept back. But under the
stress, I felt the riptide pull me back to
the past again. I fell into my familiar
pattern of attempting to figure things
out on my own.
Feeling more pressure every
second as blood filled her skull,
alone, and fearing the repercussions,
I consented to the surgery. She and
the neurosurgeon were whisked from
the room, and the ER doctor who
had been in the background the whole
time while attending to the pictures
of her brain scans spoke as soon as
the surgeon left the room and Dick
had stomped away. “If she were eighty
instead of sixty-eight, we would have
had a different conversation.”
Stunned and speechless, I said
nothing but wondered, “What
conversation?” Maybe we should
have had that conversation. I felt a deal
was struck with the devil that frozen
morning, the devil masquerading as
the neurosurgeon with Dick as his
accomplice.
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Portrait of a Woman
			

Christina Xiao
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Alanna DePinto

The day I turned thirteen my school
set up a breast cancer awareness booth.
Black bands on every wrist read “i love
boobies” and I spent lunch in the
bathroom holding my head between
my knees and trying to shake the image
of my mother after her mastectomy,
crying in front of me for the first time
in my life, holding her bald head and
flat chest, repeating the words “I’m
a monster.” I remember wondering
who taught her that hair and breasts
make us human. I kept my head down
in class, pulling at the strings on my
jacket while they shouted “save second
base” instead of “save our mothers.”
I turned my anger towards everything
that had told my mother she was
not human. I resented make-up and
dresses for the humanity with which
they rewarded me. Under coats and
combat boots I held close the image
of my mother in the hospital gown
that day. I would not meet the eyes
of the boys who called me pretty like
it mattered. I clung to the shreds of
her humanity as they mistook subject
for object to prove to me that I was
wanted.
Last year I met a girl with more
life than she knew what to do with.
Maya was three years old and made
of continuous motion. One day she
climbed to the top of the pink plastic
tower in the living room. I ran towards

her cries of help but she waved me
away. “When is my prince coming?”
I could only see the tips of her blond
curls through the window. I crouched
beside the tower and brought my eyes
to hers. She reached a small hand
through the corner of the pink plastic
cross and I folded her fingers in my
palm. I tried to explain that princesses
can fight dragons alone, but in the
storybook I read her the princess
awaited her prince in borrowed space,
the walls closing in.
Some nights I still dream that I can
break Adam’s rib because in Bible
school they taught me that I owed him
my existence. That night I went home
and stared at my brother, wondering
how I grew from a part of him. I
pressed my fingers into the spaces
between my ribs, asking myself if my
bones belonged to him.
I visited Maya last month. She’s four
now. She wrote me a letter, but I can’t
read it yet. I wrote one, too:
Don’t be afraid. You deserve to
occupy space. Love is not a metaphor
for violence. You are not anyone’s
idea. You are soft flesh and pulsing
blood, hot sweat and stray hair. Break
Adam’s rib and never ask who grew
your bones; I watched you build them
yourself, swinging from monkey bars
and stamping light-up shoes.
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Epistles
		

Lynn Zhang

I
What lines should I say?
Somewhere the words I picked up in fragments
laced them together held them in my fists
One piece I threw to you, my friend
you caught my voice in both scarred hands
where callouses loom on fingertips, and the pen
cuts deep the youth-lined palm.
My grandmother’s hands are worn,
the fingerprints and lifelines nearly gone
her stories I have not yet heard
she works but speaks so little to me.
I have never wondered.
Perhaps I ought to stop writing on
clean starched pages these inked words
I’ll never speak. Perhaps I should read aloud.
You see, my friend, I need to talk.
I am afraid to talk to you.
Words become stories you sip or spit.
I try to brew you these stories and
I find myself and lose myself
in what I believe is true.

Cutter Ink |
Alex Jung
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II
Your book I place on the shelf
by stones smoothed and flattened with dust and breath.
I sometimes read.
And I’ve adopted the habit recently
of waltzing the book and whispering its sheets
I sometimes read out loud.
And I beg you,
let us go through certain half-deserted streets
brushed by sunset the cold evening spring
the wave at my feet I pocket the flattened stones
the dust in the trail I walk alone.
You walk ahead.

And I’ve adopted the habit recently
of holding you in the distance.
Your image might crack
your fingerprints soil the walls I just bleached
your breath fade your hands slack
Imagine a camera, I wrote once, imagine a camera
zoomed in on your cells and zoomed out on your face
The lens pulls back.
I think I pretend to trace
what I pretend to know
what I think is you.
Do I know you? or do I know your image?
Do I know the face in the image I took?
I place your book
on the shelf.

Liburial |
Alex Jung
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III
Have I ever told you before
that your words
they scurry up the arch of my nose
prick a hole between my eyes
and I don’t know why?
Dear god, let me not weep because of you.
I think I strayed past your window last night
eyes in a frame, the wandering Jew
Did I dare hope you would see me pass
breathe on the glass
to wake the frozen drops?
I do not think I dared look at you.
I remember the way was cold
god’s gasp on my cheekbones, spit on my ear
from a thousand leaking laughs.
I remember the way was cold.
So I crouched outside my room
head on my hands and hands on the wall
the whitewash too slick for my fingers to cling
the hallway lamp flickering
in sporadic heartbeats, a hum of goodbyes
behind my door, a rise and fall
of chest hairs and fluttering eyes
I crouched outside my room.
You’re asleep, perhaps. It’s too early yet to dream too early
to break a gentle peace.
But I cry my little cry over you,
for the loneliness pinned to my pinafore
for dreams twisted and time drained
through a half-forgotten year
for a happiness closed behind my door
I cry I don’t know why. A few friendly
drinks in, but now I’m alone.
I crouched outside my room.
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I think I just need to go home.
I think I can’t bear to go home.
Dear god, let me not weep because of you.

Obscured |
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IV

Lit |
Alex Jung

V

Tim Juang
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The lightbulbs in my room
have been dying one by one
snapping their necks and tearing their heartstrings
to welcome me home.
Some three o’clocks, the only light comes
from the crisp computer screen.
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I imagine shadows thrown on the walls
by the lines I type, lean
and dark and sometimes stiff
with precisions and revisions,
sometimes warm and fluid as the shadows dance
(Yet where does my poetry lie,
in the lines or in the shadows?)
I trip and fall at your toes.
Now, the night before I leave again,
my father and I
revive the lightbulbs one by one
their broken corpses loosening in
my grip, before the fresh faces
fill in the spaces
and glow.
What words swirl and settle in the corners
like dust, as the light
catches on each uneven edge and scatters
on the walls?
I do not think I can sleep tonight.
As the tea cools,
I write until the knots loosen
in my hair, until the ink
bloodies my fingernails,
until the words pool
in puddles at my feet
and I drink.

VI
They swathed me in pale mosquito nets
finished with lace
They barred the windows and left me to breathe
The wet light filters through the trappings. It thins.
The thinned light consumes hollows on my face.
Somewhere, somewhere, the doorway burns.
I sense time pass through the musk and smoke
Trampled by footprints filled with rain
Blurred in motion like the thirty spokes
of a wheel
Blurred into nothingness.
Somewhere, somewhere, the solid world turns.
But the patchwork cup holds my wandering still
The hands may move but only until
I capture our stories
Then you pierce the edges with a candid eye
The cup drains empty.
Outside the mosquitoes
hum and die
hum and die

Infini |
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There is a path I like to take
somewhere along with my afternoon tea
A path which slithers around the lake
and embraces it close to city streets.
Here they sculpted nature into bridges,
draped wild edges with willow trees,
welded a brush onto the poet’s sole
to gracefully blot out the deficiencies.
I walk alone with aching heels,
dodging between bikes and cameras flashes
to avoid staining the memories
of young couples on my parents’ honeymoon
of girls with bundled tresses and dimpled knees
of fathers whispering ancient stories
into their children’s ears
as my father once did for me.
Here they tell a legend of
a snake in love with a mortal man
She fashioned herself in a woman’s image
met him here on the broken bridge
They married and were happy. But, they say,
a spirit tore away her stolen mask
shattered the memory of a stolen kiss,
pinned her under the tower
I stumble past,
before the gods took pity
and set her free.
They call this a love story.
“But they married,” the child insists. “They were happy.”
I smile at her as she skips by,
clinging on to her father’s hand.
Oh child—wind will blow the life off branches,
brush the leaves across my face.
I don’t know why I told you the story
but answer me this:
in the leaves I pull from my waiting years,
in the leaves I turn from my passing age,
when I walk along the bridge,
Am I the snake or am I the man?
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VIII
I’ve learned it’s impossible to be alone
among these bodies swarming my steps,
sweating arms soaked in nylon lace,
parasols clashed against the sun.
They create out of the wavering air—
unbroken by the city glare—
a shimmering mirage of a thousand voices
curving quietly about the lake,
settling in a pestilent haze.
Even as I stride against the days
with solitary steps and empty company,
I feel a shiver of your heat next to me,
a sliver of your reflection on my tongue.
Yours is a heart of a familiar beat,
yours are eyes of a friendly one.
So why shouldn’t I, with sizzling mind
and frozen lips dyed blue,
speak with perfect silence to what I believe is you?
We settle in tendrils around my neck and
I never am alone.
But aloneness, a wise youth has shown,
is not the same as loneliness.
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Even as I stride against the days,
your scripted presence at my side
to shield me in my solitude
against the rising tide
of cold faces and warm blood scuttling through veins,
You are floating out of reach.
And last night I spoke out loud to myself
to compensate for days of noiseless speech.
I said, “Let him go” and “Let him go,”
But I don’t even know
where exactly you are.
So I join the ranks of the olden folk
strolling away inaudible days,
the hours lined up in a blank procession
of grey-suited inmates, waiting for
a few familiar glances their way
and the stale rations of another day.

Transit |
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IX
In the cupboard, I found a shadow,
rinsed it, hung it on a line
to dry, ironed out wrinkles along the spine
and drew skin into the navel, bound with a string.
The shadow may have been yours,
it may have been mine, but despite
my uncertainty, I gather the thread
to sew the shadow against my head,
for only when I feel the needle’s sting
can I begin to write!

X
One thousand years ago
I chased fireflies in the smoke of summer dusk
their glowing skeletons
wafted in wafted in between shadows
like living embers
fallen from the hand of god
taunting me with sparks just beyond my reach.
Somehow I remember
the race of legs against their small wills
my fingers quick
to pluck their souls out of the sky.
As the flickering stilled
I opened my hand and the fireflies spilled
up into the night
marking the pathway for me to chase
them in another flight.
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One hundred years ago
The fireflies returned from a northern grave
haunting the crooked edges and midnight hollows
masking upon the fields.
I watched their flashes from a bridge afar
he at my side but
an empty hand and mosquitoes away
the silence marred
by mismatched words settling cold in a cup
not yet steeped into stories.
And Time! so little Time remained
to gather the pages of histories
bound into a book—his book—I’ll never read
to wade into dewed grass
and catch the childhood lights blinking
swiftly past
to wait for the wrinkled feet to dry.
So I did nothing.
Then one muted day ago
I decided to write to you.
Here in our city there are no fireflies
flickering through angular streets and stained concrete.
So let us wend our way between gentle paths
with empty mosaic jars in tow
capture whispering wings in four scarred palms
to illuminate our shadows back.
Let us act like children with echoing laughs.
Let us act.
My friend, tell me to write the truth
tell me to speak the truth
tell me to go with you
and believe me
I will.

THE WAIT |
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Chapter
One
Gia Taylor

Christina Xiao
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In a dark dorm room, giggling,
we began to disrobe. It was only the
fourth day of school, so my room was
still remarkably put together (highly
unusual for me). The bed was made –
my mother had made it that morning,
right before I waved her goodbye –
and all my clothes were nicely tucked
away in my new dresser. There was
such a poignant and false aroma of
scrupulousness. Now, though, our
shoes as well as his slacks and buttondown, littered the floor. I hesitated
with my dress, and he noticed.
“What are you waiting for?” he
snickered, standing on one foot to
peel off his sock.
So I unzipped the side of my dress
and crawled out. I set it on my chair
and looked down at my body, striped
yellow by the artificial lights that
seeped through my window blinds.
My partner stopped and stared
at my body with unmistakable
disappointment and hints of repulsion
in his eyes.
I saw my body every day of my
life, but right then it looked different.
Being looked at by someone else
transformed it into something alien. It
scared me that suddenly the skin that I
had before given little thought to now
haunted me so deeply. The padding
there itched, and I wanted to disown
it. I wanted to pick and peel it from
my bones, like a dry and crusty scab.
In my drunken state the plausibility of
that plan glowed for a solemn second,
but then flickered to darkness as my
senses returned. I wrapped my arms
around my midsection, defeated.
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“I’m … I’m sorry,” I stumbled,
“I’m sorry there’s a little extra here.”
In the uncomfortable silence, I
unfolded my arms and embarrassedly
grabbed a handful of my stomach
fat – right above the seam of my
panties – as if to show him what I
meant. Sickness seemed to metastasize
through my body, practically oozing
from my pores.
“I’m working on it, though,” I
nervously added. These words took
me by surprise.
And my partner agreed – both that
there was a little extra and that, yes, I
should work on it.
He stumbled to the blinds and
twisted them close. The horizontal
bands of light that illuminated my
midsection narrowed and disappeared.
Then, we were left in complete
darkness and he found his way back
over to me and pushed me onto my
bed.
In that moment I was so saturated
with confusion, humiliation, and
hormones that I couldn’t sift the
toxicity of his actions.
“Is this okay?” he asked.
“Yes,” I lied.
It hurt like hell; the friction cut like
straight razors. And I’m convinced
that those stains that I found the next
morning, those red-brown blotches on
my sheets and dried smears down my
inner thighs, were not actually a receipt
of my punctured virginity, but rather a
product of my violently grated body.
My mother called me that afternoon
to let me know that she was back
home and to ask how my “first night

as an adult” had been. I didn’t know
what to tell her or how to tell her so
I just said it was good.
And that was it.
In that moment I made myself the
sole proprietor of that night’s events.
The physical discomfort stuck
around far longer than I imagined.
I awkwardly hobbled to and from
the cafeteria, bookstore, and various
orientation events. For days after, I had
to constantly remind myself to relax
the muscles in my face, which tensed
into a cringe whenever I moved. On
my first day of class, when I sat down
around a table of eager-looking peers,
shooting, burning pains accompanied
me.
Even when the pain subsided, I
found that I was not the same.
My body remained striped with
those artificial lights. The rhythms and
focuses of my life changed. I grew
paranoid and obsessed. Every day was
a game of balance. On one hand I was
a servant to those intrusive memories;
I spent my days fighting against
hunger pains, trying to deceive my
body with cups of coffee and chewing
gum. I feared my body; no longer a
part of me, it was something I had
to tame, to admonish, and to shape.
On the other hand I was painfully
aware of how dangerous my obsessive
thoughts were. I shooed away these
images of artificial lights and slackcovered dorm-room floors and tried
to remember and embody the secure
girl I used to be.
A constant dialogue still runs
through my head. Standing in front of

the mirror, I inspect my every curve.
I poke and pinch the dips, the bulges,
and the curves. I turn sideways and
suck in my stomach until my organs
scream. I wonder what I’d look like
if my skin stuck to my bones and
if my ribs rose from my abdomen
like arches. I wonder if my partner
from that night would look at me
differently then. I immediately regret
these thoughts, knowing well that they
degrade my mind and body. They
speak so loud and so often, though,
that I don’t know how to turn them
off. I am afraid they will never cease.
I am afraid that I will be stuck wading
through the noise.
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The Boiling Point
of a Strawberry
		

Lillian Meade Erickson

When ten silver stitches and river go stale
toast it and you won’t be able to tell.
Her mother’s kitchen mantra as she
slathered peanut butter on ancient wheat squares.
He told everyone she had a penis. A girl screamed
and punched a wall in the locker room
and she looked over;
the noise was naked and flushed red with
fright-fear. Those twenty five thirteen-year olds,
baring newly acquired acne fangs, exiled
her to a cold corner, afraid
she’d pervert herself on them. Orthodontics shine,
trophies they penetrate her
ego with.
He apologized four years later, realizing
finally that the way to a brain is a sinister path,
winding in tight eccentricity. It will only bleed
out six years later
with black vomit that can’t be choked back
no matter how toasted and peanut buttered

Splatters |
Alex Jung
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Penicillin Shot
		

Randy Richardson

The veterinarian lifts the syringe off
the tray, and even though I’m standing
a good ten feet away, I can see that
inch-long needle as if it is a knife about
to plunge into my heart. And when
the needle pierces the cat’s skin and
the cat wails like a banshee, I can feel
it as if it is my own skin.
My heart palpitates with the ferocity
of a jackhammer and I turn away. I
feel cold, as if I’d stepped into a meat
locker, and yet perspiration drips
from under my arms and down my
forehead. Stars float before my eyes, I
gasp for breath – and then everything
goes black.
~
It’s not like this hasn’t happened
before. It’s like the “Groundhog
Day” of my life; the five minutes I
keep reliving, those minutes that are
permanently wired to my brain just
waiting for the trigger mechanism
that happens at the sight – or even
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thought – of a needle. Three hundred
seconds that have followed me since I
was fourteen, the seconds I can’t seem
to get past.
~
I’m a freshman in high school and
I suppose I’m not alone in feeling
hopelessly lost inside these institutional
walls and yet it seems like everyone
around me has adapted better. Of
course, I don’t share this with anyone
because there is no one. I used to have
friends. Until my parents divorced
four years ago and my mom moved
us twice in four years, hopping from
one suburban town to the next. I’m
painfully shy and adolescence seems
to be singling me out for the worst it
can inflict. My teeth are wired with
metal. The bump on my shinbone,
just below my left knee, is swollen,
an overuse injury that has taken me
out of the one class I actually like
– PE – and sent me into the Island

of Misfit Freshman, a special rehab
class where even the teacher seems
resentful of being assigned to it. You
would think that the lords of the high
school hallways had already damaged
my psyche enough but then a giant
pimple pops up on my left ass cheek
and it grows to about the diameter
of a baseball. I want to cry, but then
I can’t because now there’s one in my
left eye that makes me look like Rocky
Balboa after being in the ring with
Apollo Creed for fifteen rounds.
Unlike Rocky, I can’t win. Every
time I knock out one abscess, another
pops up. And that eye abscess is like
an out-of-control weed that keeps
growing and is getting dangerously
close to my brain – as if those tissues
weren’t scarred enough.
The pediatrician takes an aggressive
attack with a series of high-dose shots
of penicillin. The first shot into my
right arm hits like a solid jab with
much greater force than the weekly
allergy shots I take, but I’m fine. And
then while my mom is at the front desk
scheduling my next appointment and
making sure the bill goes to my dad
and not to her, I start to feel queasy
and light-headed. I tap my mom on
the arm. “I don’t feel well,” I say, and
she nods and I see something in her
face that scares me.
“It’s nothing.” I reassure her. “I
just feel a little sick to my stomach.”
On the drive home, I still feel
light-headed but I don’t say anything.
Instead, I roll down the window and
let the cool breeze slap at my face so
I don’t pass out.

At the next appointment, my
mom tells the doctor what happened
after the first shot but he shrugs it
off. “He was probably just a little
frightened,” he says, placating her. But
the explanation doesn’t sit right with
my mom. I can see it in her face. She’s
seen me get dozens upon dozens of
shots and has never seen a reaction
from me like that but she goes along
because, well, because he’s the doctor
and you’re supposed to trust that he
knows what’s best, that he knows what
he’s doing.
That second shot packs a powerful
punch, and feels like a ninety-mileper-hour fastball striking the bicep.
And then, five minutes later, I get
that sickness in my stomach again. I
feel woozy, lightheaded. Everything
around me turns blurry. I need to
lie down. In the narrow hallway just
outside the exam room, I collapse.
I slip in and out of consciousness.
In the moments of awakening, I see
doctors and nurses and paramedics
surrounding me like a game of monkey
in the middle. What the hell is going
on? What are they doing? Where did
they all come from? I see things and I
don’t see things. They keep pumping
shots into me. I still feel sick. I want to
get up but they’re holding me down.
I’m trying to put the pieces together
but they don’t seem to fit. I’m being
lifted up, like I’m going to heaven. I
hear a siren and I look up and see the
paramedic hovering over me and I
have just one thought: What the fuck?
When I wake, I am in a hospital
bed in Harvey. Standing bedside is
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a doctor.
“You gave us a little bit of a scare
there,” he tells me. “You’re lucky.”
And then he adds the kicker: “You
could have died.”
Died? What the hell is he talking
about? One minute I’m in the doctor’s
office getting a shot and the next I’m
in a hospital bed and a doctor is telling
me I could have died. Died of what?
This is when the doctor explains
anaphylactic shock, the hypersensitive
allergic reaction I had to the penicillin.
My body, instead of treating the
penicillin as the doctor intended –
an antibiotic that would stave off
infection – took it as if I’d been
bitten by a poisonous snake, its
venom released into my bloodstream,
triggering an inflammatory response
to the foreign pathogen that caused
my blood vessels to dilate and, in turn,
my blood pressure to suddenly drop
and my airways to narrow.
All of which explains how I ended
up on the pediatrician’s hallway
floor with doctors and nurses and
paramedics all around me, and the five
minutes that preceded that moment.
~
What it fails to explain are the three
hundred seconds I am reliving right
now, fifteen years later, when that
damn cat gets a shot.
I see that familiar look in the vet’s
eyes. It’s similar to the one my mom
had that day I told her I felt sick to
my stomach. A scrutiny that tells you
she sees something is wrong and yet
she can’t diagnose it. How could she
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when all she sees is a grown man
inexplicably passed out after seeing a
cat – a cat – get a shot?
~
It’s all in my head. This damn
five-minute recording of a penicillin
shot and what followed that I can’t
erase. The one that plays like a ticking
time bomb at the mere sight or even
thought of a needle. I want to stomp
on it. Rip it to shreds. Delete it forever.
But I can’t touch it or even see it.
Trypanophobia – the fear of
needles or injections – to some degree
affects about one-in-five people. In
my case, it’s like a post-traumatic
syndrome, or PTSD. Every time I see
a needle I relive that penicillin shot I
had as a kid.
There are various ways to treat
trypanophobia – cognitive therapy,
hypnosis, anti-anxiety agents – none
of which I’ve tried. The truth is I’ve
never told my doctor about my fear
of shots. I’m not alone. About twenty
percent of those who have this fear
avoid medical treatment altogether.
~
For the last four years, I’ve been
ignoring the CDC, my doctor, my
employer, my wife, and putting myself
– and others – at an unnecessary risk
because I’m afraid. They’re all telling
me to get a flu shot. Hell, even Mike
Ditka, the legendary Chicago Bears
coach, has a PSA telling me: “Don’t
let the flu beat you. Get a flu shot.”
They all make it sound so simple. Just
go in and get the shot. I hear them.

Cooper Zajac
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But I’m afraid. Afraid that it’s going to
happen again. That I’m going to have
to relive the scariest five minutes of
my entire life.
The irony is that I’m afraid of
something that’s meant to protect
me. When the H1N1 vaccine started
to become widely available in 2009, I
was relieved that there were worldwide
shortages and health officials
recommended first vaccinating the
people known to be at high risk for
complications or death if they became
infected.
In the years that followed, I
convinced myself that the flu epidemic
would just go away. Or that there
would be another shortage and I was
doing what was best for all. I would
scour the Internet for arguments
against the vaccine – citing safety
issues or, better yet, deaths, and fuel
my reasons for avoidance.
~
My eleven-year-old son sits calmly
on the exam table with his shirt sleeve
rolled up. When the nurse lifts the
syringe off the tray, I turn away.
Sometimes it helps if I don’t see it.
Sometimes it doesn’t. Just knowing
that the needle is there can set off the
panic response. Passing out while my
son gets his flu shot would be worse
than when I fainted at the sight of my
mom’s cat getting a shot.
It’s over in a moment, and I’m still
standing. I breathe a sigh of relief as
the nurse exits and my son rolls down
his sleeve.
“How was it?” I ask him.
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“No big deal,” he shrugs. “I barely
felt anything.”
Surely he’s lying. It’s a needle.
“No,” he repeats nonchalantly,
“didn’t hurt at all. So when are you
going to get yours?”
I’m too embarrassed to admit to
my son that I’m afraid of shots. When
he asks me that question, I know I
have to man up and be more like my
pre-teen son. This isn’t about what
my doctor or even Mike Ditka says.
It’s about me, standing up to confront
my own fears.
~
The worst thing I can do is think
about it, and yet, how can I not think
about it? As I sit in the doctor’s office
awaiting my first flu shot, I shake
my head in an effort to clear these
dreadful thoughts. It doesn’t help.
The preoccupation of what’s about
to happen, and, more precisely, what
could happen, weighs like an anvil on
my mind. All of these battles I play
out in my mind as I try to calculate
the potential risks and rewards of the
strategy I take.
“Right-handed or left?” The
nurse’s question pulls me out of the
daydream.
“Right,” I tell her, and she tears
open the sanitizing wipe and rubs it
over my left bicep. I turn my head
away. If I don’t see it, how can it
possibly hurt me? A slight prick, a
little more than a pinch, and it’s over.
My son was right. It’s painless.
“That’s it?” I ask.
“That’s it,” she confirms.

Hell, yeah! I’ve done it. Finally, I’ve
beaten this bastard that’s stalked me
for forty long, anxiety-ridden years. I
breathe a sigh of relief as I pull the
sweatshirt over my head.
In battle, you never let down your
guard, because you never know when
an enemy sniper might be lurking.
That’s the feeling that strikes moments
after my victory celebration, when the
doctor reenters the room and tells me
that I’m not done yet, that I need to
have blood drawn to complete my
annual checkup. As he tells me this,
my heart starts racing and perspiration
begins collecting under my shirt. All
over again. I try to convince myself
that if I can do this once, there’s no
reason I can’t do it again. But this time I
feel ill-prepared, as if I’m heading into
a skirmish already weakened against a
combatant that knows me too well and
sees all of my vulnerabilities.
I’m standing behind a frail African
American woman, waiting to put in my
name. I stare at the clock on the wall
and I swear its hands stop moving.
The wait takes its toll. I can’t stop
thinking about what I still have to do
and what might still happen. These
damned invading thoughts explode in
my head. I grab for my coat because it
feels like the temperature has suddenly
dropped ten degrees. I feel woozy and
step back until I fall into a chair.
When the nurse finally calls my
name, I consider that perhaps it would
be best not to respond at all. But I
force myself up to my feet. I’m still a
little shaky but determined that I can
conquer this. It’s been four decades

and I’ve grown weary of not knowing
if or when it will strike again. I want
it to be finally gone.
In a curtained off area of a hallway,
I sit and roll up the right sleeve. After
she tightens a band around my upper
arm and I pump my fist, she starts
pinching around the lower part of
the arm. When she can’t find a vein to
draw from, it occurs to me that maybe
now is the time that I should try to
explain to her what just happened to
me in the waiting room but instead I
willingly offer up my other arm where
after repeating the same steps, she hits
a vein she thinks will work.
Before I can tell her to stop, she
pricks the skin and that mechanism
inside my head starts ticking all over
again. Tick. Tick. Tick. I sense the
pigment in my skin washing away.
After she tapes a cotton pad over the
puncture hole and unties the band
from my arm, the nurse casually tells
me that I’m free to go. I so wish she
was right. When I don’t get up, I see
that familiar look of concern in her
face. The same one that my mom and
the vet had before. I’m still not free
of this haunting fear. This fear holds
a grip like a vice on me and because
of it, I’m still not free to go.
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A Small Thing
Recovered
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Brett Foster

“Do you know I bought my first record there?”
my mother said to yours. We were trying
our best to keep the conversation cheerful
and so discussed first songs that wrung our hearts.
“Can you guess who it might have been? My first
was Pat Boone, singing ‘April Love,’ and oh
how he sang it. I was a young girl, and just swooned.”

On the night I returned from the hospital
the second time, we sat down for dinner
together, my wife and I and our two mothers,
my visiting caregivers at present.
In front of me, a bowl of tomato soup.
Everyone else ate Barone’s Pizza,
and I certainly did not begrudge them this.

And now I’m swooning here, or better yet,
shimmying briefly out of my melancholy,
to have just heard my mother deliver
this anecdote from behind the marble wall
where, for me, so much of her girlhood resides.
And I want to store it here so that, at least
this long, it continues to exist in the world.

Our mothers spoke of the days of their youth.
Mine had spent a brief adolescent stint
in the same Texas city where your mother,
slightly younger and a Sixties wild-child,
has long lived. Mine’s stepfather had been
a Navy man, and was frequently reassigned.

We also confirmed that Pat Boone was, yes,
still living, lately turning up as a salesman
for spacious and metal-handled walk-in showers
for older people, to prevent dangerous falls.
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Another Small
Thing Recovered
			

Brett Foster

And this one as well, seized
from oblivion’s treasuries:
about the night she first met
her first husband, whom she soon
divorced but decades later,
he a recent widower
and her experiment
with my father long behind her,
producing mixed results—

As they set to leave, he
asked if they both could use
a ride home. Her friend knew,
saying, “Hey, what is this?
You’ve never offered before.”
And she knew, too, right then,
knew what was going on,
and sensed a little of what was
going to happen, too.

she and a friend were drinking
Cherry Cokes at Summit Diner,
and he walked in that night,
with his cousin, a friend
of both girls. The boys joined
them in the diner booth.

But not everything: didn’t yet		
				
know they would cut down trees
around their little town
to build together a modest
newlyweds’ budget. Nor
did she know on that first night,
teen-ager in a cute coat,
god-like without a need
to descend to comprehension,
everything else that would follow.

She says she can’t remember
if she wore that night
her black mouton or else
her new Chesterfield coat,
both prized. I like to imagine
it was the coat, and her
sleek in its near cylinder
of leather. The table became
love’s little formica temple.

Blaize Gervais
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Beside the
Convention Center
Brett Foster
Blaize Gervais

I was born near tidy oil fields, in the shadow
of the Century II convention center— is it
the right word, or words? “Convention
center”? Or “domed auditorium” instead?
In any case, its shadow darkened everything
all the same, regardless. This was Wichita
in the early Seventies. Earth. I stayed there
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years later, in a budget motel with friends.
The homeless seemed to make the rounds,
as if on call, having just checked a pager,
as if considerate, worried about my condition.
At night the city’s rage and sadness came out
to play, cussed and cruised the main drag all night.
In the early days, Eighth Day Books was not yet
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open for business in Wichita, which was a pity,
though less so since I was still years away
from speaking or reading. My little heart kept
good time, though, beating and beating
and showing no signs of tiredness. Back then,
that was more than enough. It was plenty.
I trust I’ve made it clear that I wasn’t
reading the papers as I became settled there,
but apparently the BTK serial killer was in
the vicinity, too, doing his best work, at the peak
of his career during the years when I answered
to “newborn.” Once he walked right past me,
I swear he did, and I grew momentarily cold
as his shadow buried me within the pram.
My mother insisted on calling it a “pram,”
a bit of oddness, really, seeing as she hailed
from McKeesport, Pennsylvania. Together
we strolled the mean streets of Wichita,
Kansas. When they finally caught the strangler,
all of these years later, my mother told me,
“Oh yes, he was active. I remember him well.”
She admired him as she would a highly skilled
bridge player, or so it seems at this time.
My father? Ah yes, I knew you were going to ask
about him. He liked to suppose himself
a “business psychologist.” In practical terms
that meant he annually fought the unions
for the Coleman Company. He could buy
tents and lanterns at cost, but we never camped.
I’m the smaller of the two in the early photo,
tow-headed and like a bowling-ball bag
in his arms. The hat I’m wearing, it deserves
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an explanation, doesn’t it? It resembles
in its piecemeal construction a lampshade
made of skin. Each of the seven panels
was aluminum, cutaways from cans
of Coors Beer. Logos were at the center,
with the letters’ elaborate stems and tails.
Bright yarn held up the panels, pinched
them inward at the top. That hat, it shone
and was golden like the crown of Perkin Warbeck.
We did not stay in Wichita long, and truth
be told, I have no accessible memories
of my first residence there, barely there
in the shadow of the convention center,
let’s say. We moved on intermittently,
always kissed with promise. The official story was,
my father kept finishing his jobs early,
more a prodigy almost, less about martinis.
He’s already finished, my mother used to say,
and next moved us to Missouri river towns
and ever deeper into the eastern frontier,
a mainly festering destiny. I failed to realize
nearly everything. But then I was a toddler,
and conventional wisdom convinces us
that toddlers are generally unreliable
when it comes to such sensitive matters.
Too often they are prone to disappoint.
So I kept growing. Incontestably I grew,
in years and shoe size and as a sweet,
anointed conduit for her growing bitterness,
but in all that time I grew never the wiser.
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ENGAGE WITH

PERFORMANCE ENSEMBLE
Memento: the The Memoryhouse Performance Ensemble performs across
campus at events including Logan Cabaret, Off-Off Campus Pre-Glow, The
Body Project, Sex Week, the Studs Terkel Festival, and Identity week among
others. The group collaborates each quarter to share their personal narratives and creative voice in solo, duo and group performances. To view past
performances or learn how to you can become a part of Memento go to
chicagomemoryhouse.wordpress.com

SUBMIT
Have a story to tell? Want to share your experiences or musings with the
Chicago community? Memoryhouse Magazine is currently accepting poetry,
prose, comics, visual art and experimental media submissions that present a
personal narrative. Submissions are accepted on a rolling basis. Next Review
Deadling is midnight on April 1.
Memory is a seamstress, and a capricious one at that. We know
not what comes next, or what follows after. Thus, the most
ordinary movement in the world may agitate a thousand odd,
disconnected fragments, now bright, now dim, hanging and
bobbing and dipping and flaunting, like the under linen of a
family of fourteen on a line in a gale of wind.”
				
			 Virginia Woolf, Orlando
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